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Abstract 
Automatic differentiation is used to compute the values of the derivative of a function. If the function is given by 
a computational graph or code list, then the derivative values can be obtained using the chain rule. An iterative 
process can be regarded as an infinite code list. It is well known from classical analysis that the limit of the 
derivatives of the code list is not necessarily equal to the derivative of the limit function. The limit of the derivatives 
is correct for an important class of iterative processes including generalized Newton methods. 
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1. Introduction 
Assume that a differentiable function f : D 2 Iw” + [w is given by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm A. 
for k := 1, 2,. . . , n 
f,(x) := xk ( = k th component of x> 
for k :=n + 1, IZ + 2,...,s 
f,(x) := OJf&d, f*(x), * * * 7 fj&d) 
f(x) :=fs(x>. 
Algorithm A is a code list of the function f. Automatic differentiation is a method for 
computing the derivative values of a function which is given in the form of Algorithm A. This 
method has been developed and improved by many authors including Rall [15,16], Fischer 
[3-61, Griewank [9,10], and others, see [2,11-14,17,19,20]. 
Using automatic differentiation, we want to convert Algorithm A to an algorithm that for 
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x E D computes the values f(x) and f’(x). In the following, such a new algorithm will be called 
an algorithm of type A’: 
x- 
x- 
conversion by automatic differentiation 
u A - f(x), f’(x). 
If the functions wk are differentiable and the ok are known, then we can produce Algorithm 
A’, using the chain rule, as follows. 
Algorithm A’. 
for k := 1, 2,. . . , n 
fk(x) :=xk ( = kth component of x1 
fi( x) := ez ( = k th unit vector) 
for k := n + 1, y1 + 2,. . . , s 
fk(X) := OJ f,(x), f2(x), . - -, f,-,(d) 
fL(x) := cd;< fJx>, f&x), . . . ) f&d)(f;(d, f;(x)7 * - * 7 f;-,(X))T 
f(x) := f&x) 
f’(x) := f;(x). 
Algorithm A’ describes the forward mode of automatic differentiation. Details of this mode 
and of the reverse mode can be found in [3-5,9]. In this way, we can calculate the values of the 
derivative of a real-valued function given by a finite code list. Applying this method to the 
component functions of a vector-valued function, we can compute the values of its derivative 
(the Jacobian) in the same way. The question now is, what happens if a function is given by an 
iterative process in the form of an infinite code list? 
Automatic differentiation is a method for propagating values of the derivatives, not expres- 
sions, as symbolic differentiation does. Nevertheless, the problem presented in this paper is 
independent from a certain differentiation technique. It also appears if we use numerical or 
symbolic differentiation to transform our algorithm. 
2. Differentiation of iterative processes 
We consider the effects of differentiating a function f, which is defined by an infinite code 
list or iterative process. First it should be clarified what is meant by an iterative process. 
Definition 2.1. Let fl : D c R” --) R” and Qktl : LIG c R”+” + R” for all k E IV be continu- 
ously differentiable. If the sequence of functions {f& defined by 
fk+dx) := Qktl(x, f&4), for all k E N 
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exists, then it is called an iterative process Y= ((@,+,], D, f,>. If the sequence {f,} converges 
pointwise to a function f, then f is called the limit of the iterative process 3. 
Gilbert [8] studied the application of automatic differentiation to iterative processes of the 
form (@, D, fl> with limit f, i.e., 
f/C+164 := @i(% fkW 
Gilbert’s iterative processes are special cases of ours with @k+l = @. Under some smoothness 
assumptions on @, he proved the convergence of the sequence IfJ to f’. He also showed that 
this property holds if the iterates are generated by Newton’s method. Numerical results can be 
found in [18], where also some special iterative processes of the form 
f/C+iW :=f&) -4(x, fk(+J% f/C(x)) 
are tested, which are used to calculate a solution f of the system 
9(x, f(x)) = 0. 
If we want to establish the sequence of derivatives {f$ of an iterative process (I@,,+,], D, fl), 
we have to inspect the derivatives of the functions @k+l. The next theorem gives us the 
immediate connection between fL+l and @;+1. 
Theorem 2.2. Let { fk} be defined by an iterative process 4= ({@k+l}, D, f,>. Let the functions 
I,@) and (crp) for all k E N be defined by 
$I’): D --f R”,“, g”(x) := f;(x), 
(clgl : D+R”,“, vm-4 := @;+I(% f&)) (J1n 
[ ,I = @h+&, f&)), ?or all k E N, 
@. D --j [w”,” 
7 t@‘(x) := I,) 
4 /yJl : D*Rm,m, eL(~) := %+1(x7 f!%(x)) o;,m 
[ I 
= @;c+&, f,(x)), ,fol all k E N, 
where I,, denotes the unit matrix of R” and 0, n denotes the zero matrix of R”,“. 
Then for all x E D, the derivatives satisfy the’iterative process 
fL+l(x) = $ilf,(x) +$i?,(x) *f;(x) = ( k~1~~‘)(~)Tj~~~~~2)(~)T)T, for all k E N. 
i=l 
The proof is a straightforward application of the chain rule. 
Assume we have the following algorithm, which represents an iterative process Y= 
({CD,,,}, D, fI> with limit f. 
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Algorithm P. 
f,(x) := * * - (starting function) 
for k := 1, 2,. . . 
We do not want to consider Algorithm P as a terminating algorithm with a stopping 
criterion. We consider Algorithm P as an infinite code list of the function f. 
Trying to convert Algorithm P to an algorithm of type P’ in the same way as Algorithm A, we 
get the following algorithm. 
Algorithm Ps. 
f,(x) := . * - (starting function) 
f;(x) := * * . (derivative of f,) 
for k := 1, 2, . . . 
f~+&d := @k+JX, fk(d) 
f;+,(x) := @fj,(x) + ~fy’!l(.dfgd 
f(x) := lim, _+,JJx) 
p(x) := lim, +&(x). 
We do not know whether the limit lim ,_,&(x) exists. If the limit exists, we do not know 
whether q(x) =f’(x). Algorithm Ps is an algorithm of type P’ iff 
cp(x> =f’(x>. 
Unfortunately, there are many sequences of functions for which this equation does not hold. 
Fischer [7] considered the following example. 
Example 2.3. Let fi and @k+l be defined by 
fi : R + R, fl(X) :=x, 
aJ ‘[w2 + [w, k+l * @k+l(X, fk(x)) “fk(x)e-x2y for all k E N. 
Then we get 
fk+dx) = @k+l(x, fk(x>) =xe-k”2. 
Obviously {f,} converges to the function f = 0, but fL(O) = 1 for all k E N. 
Because of its numerical instability, the next example is only of theoretical interest. However, 
the crucial point is not the numerical instability, but the pure existence of the example. 
Example 2.4. IA fl and @k+i be defined by 
fi : (w + R, f,(x) := cos(x), 
@ ‘[w2 + [w, k+l * @k+l(x, fk(x)) “fk(x) -4-32k-1fk(x)37 for all k E N. 
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The sequence {fk} converges to the function f = 0, but there is a dense subset T of R, such that 
lim, +,fk(x) # 0 =f’(x) for all x E T. 
These examples suggest he following definition. 
Definition 2.5. A sequence of differentiable functions {f,) is called deriuatiue-stable iff there is 
a differentiable function f such that 
fk Af and fi&f’, 
where +k denotes pointwise convergence. 
For the one-dimensional case we know sufficient conditions for derivative-stableness. For 
example, if 
( fk} converges pointwise and {f;) converges uniformly, or 
{ fk} converges pointwise, {f;} is uniformly bounded and 
converges pointwise to a continuous function, 
then the sequence { fk} is derivative-stable, see [l]. For a higher-dimensional iterative process, 
we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.6. Let (f,} be defined by an iterative process Y= ({@k+I)7 D, fl>. Let D be Open, and 
let f be the differentiable limit of J? Let Xk : D + Rm3” for all k E N be defined by 
(a) (I,Q’)) and (xk} be pointwise convergent to continuous functions, 
(b) ($1’3 and {Xk} be uniformly bounded. 
Then the sequence {f,} is derivative-stable. 
Proof. For all k E N and all x ED it holds: 
= @:“@> +xk(+ 
Hence, 
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Therefore we have: 
(i) {fL} is pointwise convergent o a continuous function, 
(ii) {f;} is uniformly bounded. 
Applying theorems of classical analysis to the sequence (f;}, we get the proof. 0 
Comparing Theorem 2.6 with the above theorem of classical analysis, the result is not 
astonishing at all. In both theorems, the sequence {f,} respectively {fL} has to fulfil some 
conditions to be derivative-stable. Since (fk} is defined by an iterative process, these conditions 
should be checked by inspecting the functions Qk+ 1 and their derivatives. The next theorem 
gives us sufficient conditions an iterative process has to fulfil in order that the generated 
sequence of function {f,) be derivative-stable. 
Theorem 2.7. Let {f,} be defined by an iterative process Y= ({@k+l}, D, f,). Let D be open, and 
let f be a differentiable limit of 2. Assume that the functions q!$’ : D -+ R”,” and $p’ : D + R”‘~“’ 
defined above fulfil the following conditions: 
(a) $,$I) + k q#‘) and +i2) +k (c1c2), whereby 4(l) and $(2) are continuous, 
(b) {J,@)} and I+i2)I are uniformly bounded, 
(c) there is a k, E N and a c E R, with 0 < c < 1, such that II $p’ 1) < c for all k > k,. 
Then ( fk} is derivative-stable and 
f’(x) = (I, - Q!J(~)(x))-‘$J~‘)(x), for allx ED. 
Proof. Let Xk : D + [w “,” for all k E N be defined by 
k-l 
xk(X) := jFl ~~l’(x)Tj=~l,,(x)T)T i 
and x : D + IJP” be defined by 
x(x) := (I, - l+b’“‘(x))-‘~‘“‘(x)~cro(x). 
Then the sequence {xk] and the limit x satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) {xk} is uniformly bounded and converges pointwise to ,y, and 
(ii) x is continuous. 
With Theorem 2.6 it follows that 
JlmfL(x) =f’(x), for all XED. 
Furthermore for all x ED, the limit satisfies 
fFmf;(x) = jFm(‘@(x) + xkcX)) 
= a/P(x) +x(x) 
= tp( x) + (I, - @‘2’(x)) - 1$(2)(x)p(x) 
= (I, - lp( x)) - ‘((I, - $G2)( x))lp( x) + $‘2’( x)lp( x)) 
= (I, - p(x))-‘p(x). Cl 
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It is obvious that in general we are not able to check the conditions of Theorem 2.7 in an 
algorithm given by a computer program. Hence, differentiating a program without knowing 
anything of the program’s origin is an uncertain affair. But even a special iterative process 
requires hard work to check the above conditions. Consider the following example of a 
Quasi-Newton method. 
Example 2.8. Let U G R”, vc [w” be open sets, and let Z? : 17 x I/+ R" be a conthmusly 
differentiable function. We are looking for a solution f of the parametric System of nonlinear 
equations given by 
Z?(X) f(x)) = 0, for every x E U. 
Let %+i for all k E N be defined by 
@ -II2 k+l * n+m + lJ$“, @k+l(% fk(x)) :=fk(x) -Ak(x, fk(x>)F(x, fk(‘)), 
where fl is a properly chosen starting function, and A, : u X h”-+ FP” are Properly chosen 
continuously differentiable functions such that the sequence {fkl generated by 
fk+i(x) = @k+i(X, f,(x)> =fk(‘) -Ak(x, fk(x))g(x, fk(‘)) 
converges to f. Then we get for all k E N, 
$/$(X) = -A’k,,(X, f&))~(x, fk(x)) -Ak(x, fk(x))gi(x, fk(‘)), 
+$2”!,(x) =I,,, -Ak,,(x> fk(x))g(x, fk<x>> -Ak(x, fk(x))g;(x, fk(‘))* 
We see that the behaviour of the sequences {+@‘l and {+i2)l depends essentially on the 
b&&our of the sequences {A,} and {A’,). Hence, checking the conditions of Theorem 2.7 
requires a careful and difficult inspection of the sequences {Akl and (A’,}. 
Fortunately we often have good knowledge of the functions A,. In some special cases, we 
know that there is a limit function A such that A, = A for all k 2 k, (e.g., Newton’s method) 
or that the sequence (A,) converges to A. In the next section, we will give more useful 
theorems for these cases. 
3. Special iterative processes 
For a special case of Theorem 2.7, we assume that the sequence {@,+ i) is converging to a 
differentiable function @. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {f,} be defined by an iterative process 3= (I@,+ I}, D, f 1). Let D be open, and 
let f be a differentiable limit of 3. Let the sequence {@, + 1} converge pointwise to a differentiable 
(l) and $i2) be defined as in Theorem 2.2 and t,!~(‘) : D --i, W”~” and 
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Assume that 
(c) pt$(*)(x)) < 1 for all x E D. 
Then the sequence { fk} is derivative-stable and 
f’(x) = (I, - (cr(2~(x))-‘~~1~(.x), for a/lx ED. 
Proof. For all x ED, we have 
f(x) = @q-G f(x))* 
Since f and @ are differentiable, it follows that 
f’(x) = @‘(x7 f(4) f,;x) 
[ 1 = p(x) + lp(X)f’(X) =$ (I, - lp’(X))f’(X) = lp(x). 
Since p(@*)(x)) < 1, the derivative satisfies 
f’(x) = (I, - p(x))-‘p(x). 
On the other hand, we have for all k E N and all x ED, 
Now it can be seen that 
T 
= tp(x) + (~(yx)‘lp(x)‘(zm - p(x)T)-l)= 
= (z, - lp(x))-lp(x) =f’(x). 0 
For the problem of a parametric system of nonlinear equations solved with a Quasi-Newton 
method we have 
@k+l(x, f&)) =f&) -Ak(x, fk(x)>g(x, fk(x)), 
+,$(x) = -A&(x, fk(x))g(x, fk(x)) -Ak(x, fk(x))F:(x7 fk(x)), 
$iq,(x) =I,,, -A’k,Jx, fk(x))g(x, fk(x)) -Ak(x, fk(x))g;(x, fk(‘+ 
Hence, if the sequence {A k) converges uniformly to a function A, if the sequence IA;} is 
uniformly bounded, and if p(Z, -A(x, f(X)).Fi(X, f(x))) < 1 for a11 x E ‘7 then 
@k+l(x, f,(x)> k f(x) -A(x, f(x))3’(x, f(x)) =f(x) = @(x7 f(x)), 
GL(x) k -A(x, f(x))F;(x, f(x)) = ‘b”‘(X), 
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$8 d-4 LIm -A(& f(+qx, f(x)) = (lr(*‘(x>Y 
p( 4(*)(x)) < 1, for all x E U, 
and the sequence (fk] produced by this Quasi-Newton method is derivative-stable. 
From Theorem 3.1 we get another useful result for stationary iterative processes, which 
means that there is a function @ and a k, E kJ such that Gk+r = @ for all k > k,. 
Theorem 3.2. Consider the same situation as in Theorem 3.1. Assume that 
(a) there is a k, E N, such that @k+l = @ for all k >, k,, and 
(b) p( @*)( x)) < 1 for all x E D. 
Then the sequence { fk} is deriuative-stable and 
f’(x) = (I, - $(*)(x))-~~(‘)(x), for allx ED. 
Proof. We have for all k 2 k,: @k+l = @. Hence, the sequence {@)k+l} converges to the 
continuously differentiable function CD and 
f(x) = ;lm@k+l(~, f,(x)) = ;lm@(x, fk(x)) = @(xc, f(x)), for all x ED. 
Since @’ is continuous, we get for all x E D, 
,“,“,“:rL(x) = jl_mx@L+r,, (x, f,(x)) = @:(x7 f(x)) = $i’l’(x)? 
pgL(4 = /&%+I,, (x9 fk(X)) = @g-6 f(x)) =4’*‘(x). 
Since the spectral radius p(~+#*‘(x)) satisfies 
p(+(*)(x)) < 1, for all x ED, 
we can apply Theorem 3.1, which completes the proof. 0 
Solving the problem of a parametric system of nonlinear equations with a generalized 
Newton method yields 
@,+,(x7 f&x)) ‘fk(X) -A(xYf,(x))+, fk(X)), 
where A : U X V + [w”,” is a continuously differentiable function, which fulfils 
&, -A(x, f(x))F;(x, f(x))) < 1, for all x E u. 
Hence, we have 
$i’!,(x) = 4:(x, f&))+, f,(x)) -A(& f&))F& f/‘(x)>, 
+iQx) =I, -A’+, f&))z+, f&)) -A(x, f&))s;(x, f&)), 
and 
+/Z,(x) L -A(x, f(x))g.(x, f(x)), @L(x) k 1, -A(x, f(x))g;(x, f(x)), 
,+, -A(x, f(x)).!?@, f(x))) < 1, for all x E u, 
and the sequence ( fk} produced by this generalized Newton method is derivative-stable. 
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Remark 3.3. If the function 27 is twice continuously differentiable, and if we choose A = Z?iP ‘, 
then the generalized Newton method reduces to Newton’s method. Since the spectral radius 
condition is automatically fulfilled, Newton’s method produces a derivative-stable sequence 
4. Conclusions 
Differentiation of iterative processes is no easy task, and one should be very careful when 
using an automatic differentiation tool to differentiate a computer program without knowing 
anything of its mathematical background. For some special iterative processes, like some 
Newton methods, it can be proved that the differentiation can be done automatically. 
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